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For some reason, even though in the 20th century, the conversations about race
were welcomed with blessings, now, since the jews have taken over since, this
term has been desecrated.

Actually the thing about race is that it's nothing 'scary', or 'worrisome'. In the
same way we diagnose any other thing in nature with our logic, we can also
examine what is called a 'race'. What is a race is actually people who share a
common inheritance of blood.

Do we get pissed off when we classify let's say elephant-like creatures and say,
this was a Mammoth, and this is an Indian Elephant? We do not. When we say
this cat is Siamese and this cat is a Mediterranean Cat, we understand we don't
mean ill will about the creatures.

The enemy has instilled the fear that somehow, people will get punished,
marginalized, or even worse, for their 'race' and for what they are, by some
random Godzilla that is, depending on the enemy of the jews at the same, the
"Enforcer" of this injustice. The enemy as always projects and tells everyone that
this random Godzilla is who is the enemy of the jews at this time.

Naturally, people irk when they feel attacked on such a deep level, and for no
reason. But the jews are again projecting their own insanity and racial culture,
which essentially says that whoever is non-jewish has to be exterminated. The
bible ends with all the non-jews becoming slaves, and the jews ruling the planet
earth, with most of the non-jews exterminated. This is the end of the "holy book".

A lot of people complain about 'racism' but ironically, they believe in the most
'racist' and vehement system of racial classification on earth. A literal agenda to
exterminate all others but one race. This is the bible from start to end, the story of
a worthless race and how they loot, rape, steal, with supposedly "God's help" and
how in the end usurp the planet and kill all inhabitants on it. This should reveal
the utter confusion the populace has. They cannot clear up things in their own
head.

The jews have always owned this 'supremacist' ideal. No other race has really
done this. But unfortunately, now they have also TAUGHT this to many human
beings.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=30539#p30539


In their natural state human beings simply understand their own race, and the
differences in other races. Hate or dislike only arises if one race harms another,
and truly, since humans were very limited with resources etc., people have
harmed others all the time. As time went though, many such things were also
straightened out in humanity's advancing process. Even in the most 'savage'
times of humanity, we do not find a SINGLE inscription, or tablet, or papyrus,
stating that "We attacked these guys because we didn't like their wooly hair", or
"we attacked these guys because of how they appear".

Well, in all but ONE remains an ancient culture. Nowadays nobody hates anyone
based on their "race", but ONE race, and that is the jew. The jews literally just
state some outrageous things in what is enforced as a 'holy book' for 'all peoples'
such as how Egyptians need to go extinct because they didn't give them free
loot, and how the "fair daughters of Esau need to die" and how Amalekites need
to go extinct, a mission of which, if you don't loyally help, you do not classify as
"Jewish", since it's part of the 613 commandments of the jews.

The enemy preaches about 'ending racism' and they forcibly put different people
in the same place. Not only that, but they put mentally INFECTED people in the
same place, those infected by their 'spiritual' programs. This creates depression,
forced assimilation, fear, and our brain kicks all the time in ways modern society
does not want to admit. Subhuman feats are done to make this Frankenstein
'walk' so that rabbis are happy about their golem, and still the experiment
collapses.

If this situation continues, 200 years from now, there will be no point to travel
anymore either. All people will be one and the same, everyone will have the
same language, and anywhere in the digital dystopia, everyone will look, act, and
be the same. Food culture may also disappear, history will no longer be relevant,
all differences will be a part of the past the more we 'bridge our differences', until
everything is a circle of chaos. Everyone will look exactly or more or less the
same, speak the same "one" tongue, and vibrancy of different species will give in
to the formation of a lost man, that may be a digital dystopian slave, or worse, will
be incapable to even maintain this 'dystopia' in anyway as it will be beyond his
means. What is missing from the dystopia is "one god" under which everyone
submits.

And actually, this is why the jews banished polytheism. The images of our Gods
always acted as to propel us to develop racially and better our condition. One is
not born Adonis the God of beauty, but one can hope, one can improve, and one
can work to this level, for example.

The message of Polytheism which is essentially Satanism is that there can be



MANY Gods. There doesn't need to be ONE. This is a hopeful message for
humanity, as we want to advance. It's in synchronicity with the cosmos. The
universe is infinite anyway, there is definitely space for all.

The recipe to end all race hatred on earth has 3 sides to it. One is the spiritual
factor. The second factor is the race separation on friendly terms, after all, we are
meant to live in different territories. The third factor is to end earth's scarcity of
resources, such as food, water, shelter etc. Then race hatred will end completely
and forever and people will simply understand that what they are as a race is
nothing but an issue of simply existing as so many other diverse lifeforms do on
the face of the planet. Then humanity can finally start ascending to a higher level
and advance in far away and higher levels than we have known previously.

It's an undeniable fact that everyone here has descended from other people.
Depending on which people these were, we have the formulation of what one is
on a racial basis. People need to shake off guilt and worry about this and accept
this fact as a reality, cherish it, and embrace it. You have been given life and
that's a wonderful thing.

All Paganism was strongly emphatic on the blessing of one's ancestors and
understanding one's position in the chain of life. This actually will give you a lot of
wisdom so you can understand why you are where you are, and what you can do
to improve.

The enemy poisoned the above process with conversations about 'supremacy'
and hiding from humans the fact that the Gods left behind a development and
advancement system. So the enemy just did what they always do. On one level
they blinded humans from understanding where they stand, on another level,
they removed the map so that people think they are stuck in the middle of
nowhere.

The same thing they do with anything of value, they desecrate it. For example, by
blinding one to their soul, one doesn't know what their issues are to work for and
fix. The same thing is done to people so that they don't see or accept the
biological reality about ourselves. Like seriously, if someone doesn't know of their
own abilities and limitations, how will one surpass these, and how will one
develop self-love?

In the case of a species, or a race, how are we going to rise above unless we
look ourselves in the eyes? We never will.

The enemy has instilled strong fear in people in regards to all forms of
self-realization. Racially this is also the case. They tell people that if they
somehow accept the fact of their racial inheritance and how they came to this



world, and participate to support the rights FOR THEIR OWN EXISTENCE as
exercised in the group they exist. That this is some sort of a mortal and evil thing
to do.

Many people have self-hatred and insecurities that they project on anything they
find. The inferior person always feels inferior and causes this to themselves. A
person who is inferior and is aware of a racial reality will blame their so-called
'race' for it. If they knew more on genetics, they would blame their genes. If they
are a christian, they blame the "demons", and if they are an atheist, they just
blame the "Dice of luck that governs our lives".

In other words, everything given to a dysfunctional person is turned into a
dysfunctional thing. However, diagnostics such as Race only propel someone
with a possibility to improve, if they are coupled with a spiritual system. Race is
just your physical manifestation of your own karma and existence. Nothing more.

If you are strong in yourself, and you believe in yourself, all these conversations
will only fill you with more pride. For example, the person who is in pride about
themselves, will realize the reality that many of the bad swine in the tree of Racial
life (we all have these rotting branches in our race trees) are only something that
can be surpassed. We are talking about criminals, pedophiles, and a lot of
human dross.

One example. A strong black person will seek to uplift fellow Africans whom he
understands may not be as good as he is. The weak black person will consider
themselves 'racially condemned' and invent all sorts of reasons as to why this is
the case.

The first one betters a race, the second one ruins it. One is a +, the other one is a
-. If too many - signs are amassed into a certain race, or a certain developing
'unity', the unity goes down as if it had fatal diseases. If the people with the +
become more, then the racial tree heals itself. The same thing goes everywhere
in nature, and the same thing applies to human beings and their biological
distinctions.

Lastly, note the fallacy here. When we say "Humanity must improve", everyone
agrees. When we say "The people of a common inheritance have to look on their
own selves and their own house and help clean it", but we add the word RACE in
it, everyone loses their minds. Because they are programmed like Pavlov's dogs
by jews to go into a deadly tantrum when these things are said.

Why is this the case? Because the jews are a racial unity of people who have the
same faith. And they do not want to be recognized as such. Because this will just
remove their power to enforce an agenda over the other inhabitants of the earth.



On a racial level, people will understand them as alien agents, on a spiritual
level, people will understand that they attack them spiritually. So in their logical
defense, the jews have to hide both of these facts.

Race and Spirituality are the teachings of Satan and the Gods and they are here
only to help us, elevate us, make us better, and make us happy and accepting of
where we are in our existence, so we can move forward. Rejoice in the fact of
your life and seek to understand yourself more and more, and become better and
better.

Now one last thing. When you advance and advance, you understand you are
becoming better. Now, someone has to reincarnate, don't they? But this better
blueprint someone has created, needs a house, doesn't it? A body to live in.
Improving our race is part of this process, which is part of the general process of
correcting and uplifting the group of our existence. It's just a normal part of
making better choices that are more rooted in nature than rooted in simply 'Race
theory developed by guy X'.

People do this all the time, this is why we always have kings, queens, royal
families, and subconscious natural selection as well. People desire to become
better, but the enemy has instilled fear in this process, and inner hatred that
keeps people from advancing and seeing things from a higher perspective. We
have done this all the time we have existed.

Now what's different is those in power tell people this process of life is so evil,
that it's retarded, that it's obsolete, etc. Jews for example tell people racism is
bad but their whole culture, life and existence, is defined from ancient feuds and
unsettled accounts they have with other races. Which they seek to exterminate,
so they can steal their lands etc.

All Gentiles are welcome in Satan so they can advance, improve humanity and
themselves, existing to eternity, now and forever.

We are all travelers into said eternity.

HAIL SATAN!!

HAIL THE GODS!
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